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CHAPTER 1

XHTaODUCTICfl

Beeauee of tbo dULl^ma whl<sb adkjlesceace not in-

frequently present �
challengins
people

are

growing up in

period is

to the Christian educator.

one

to

the adolescent

adjust satisfactorily to the
a

a

If young
process of

bewildering coeaplicated world�

Church must play

a

most

the

vital part in steering them aright*

X.

THE PRCBLBM

Statement of the problem.

It

was

the purpose of

this study to inquire into the kinds of questions, par

ticularly

those relative to

that contemporary youth is
some measure

people

youB^
be

to
can

answer

living the Christian life*

asking;

those

and to

questions

in

attempt in

language that

understand�to the end that youth may

guided in the Christian

way.

Importance of the study.

Adolescence is that

period

when the individual passes froEi childhood to adult

hood.

It is the period of breaking away from parental

domination, of leaving school, of vocational adjustment;
it is the period of seacual maturation �^nd

questioning,
is

a

time

so

religious

of social adjustment and self-reliance.

chained with problems

aad

possibilities

It
as

St

to remior it critical ia the life of the individual.

Any effort put forth to try to reduce the problesi
of

adolescence, particularly

when such effort relates to

guidance in things Christian, surely calls for

no

SotMPce of youth questions and the writer's
of reply.

coiae

of adolescent

psycihology

of the

source

Hie adolescent questions taken up in the

present study

gious

apology.

and ethical

questions

contact with

from the writer's

readings in the field

and froei hooks

containing reli->

questions asked by young people.

Sorae

suggested by the writer's direct

were

youth either in individual counselling

in

or

class discussion.
In attempting to answer the questions,
has drawn from certain books of

These

are

reputation

included in the bibliogriq^hy.

the writer

in this field.

Where extended

direct quotation is involved, specific credit has been

given in footnotes.
educational and

The writer has drawn also

on

her

own

religious bacskground.
IX.

Adolescence.

DSFUfXTXQUS OP TSRMS USED

This term

generally

refers to the

transition period from childhood to adult maturity.

In

this thesis "adolescence" is used synonymously with "youth".
The age level ccumonly extends from thirteen to twenty--one.
Sducators often designate three separate stages of

3

Adolescenc�:

early a^leseeoce ( thirteen to fifteen),

middle adoleseence

(sixteen to eighteen), and late

adolescence (nineteen to twenty�one).
the main concerned with the latter

people begin to formulate

a

Christian education.

edxication,

says

action,

philom�phy

following

leading of

and

helping him
111.

of life.

one

i^losopfay places

growth and social inter

tbe orthodooi

conceives of Christian education
the

when young

It is the aim of Christian

A liberal

upon the factors of

but

period,

study is in

Murch, to enable the individual to do

the whole will of Qod.

emphasis

This

into

a

standpoint, this study

as

basically involving

personal relationship with God,

to mature in all the counsel of God.

QilGilNXZATXON �� THE REMAINDER OF THB THESIS

Chapter XI discusses briefly the adolescent.
Chapter III considers principles of guidance for adolescence,
In Chapter

from the

stan^^int of the Christian faith.

the main

ishapter, the writer deals with specific questions

characteristic of adolescent interests,
answers

to these questions.

sion to the whole.

Chapter

and suggests

V is a brief conclu

XV,

THE ADoismmT

ttue adolese^t i�eriod

versa!

plieaomenoa,

but

a

know it is not

as we

developieat of

a

tmi*

western culture.

In order to aeet the educational expectations of dosaocracy,

educators have made much effort to prolong the
that the work-world

educational process.

The fact, too,

cannot always provide

employment in adolescents has

en

couraged the lofl^r "adolescent span".
Since adolescent

proceeds at

an

each structure

even

physical growth by

scale for all organs of the body,

developing

at its own rate,

to speak of the "unbalanced teon age".
years are ahead of

tually, the boys

no means

it is customary

Girls for

fm

Even

boys in physical maturation.

surpass the

a

The weight of the

girls.

average boy throi^h years twelve to seventeen incsreases
as

much

as

it increased in the preceding ten years.

Height, though leas marked, also increases rapidly until
almost mid-adolescence.
the

youngster hardly

his long

legs,

knows his own

and has
In

to his new powers.

It is in these early years that

difficulty

strength.
in

seems

for

a

forgets

adjusting himself

early adolescence, too, with his

facial features growing each at its
the boy

He

own

peculiar rate,

time to be almost all now,

or

all

5

The adolescent

Jaw,

standing

on

period calls for sympathetic under

the part of youth leaders,

i^ith these

lag physical powers, the youth is often tempted
himself to the
he feels
own

limit, especially in

challwigod

to eachibit his strength before his

youth, the heart for
arteries, there

is

to strain

those situations when

When it is rmembered that in

peer group*

eacpaad-

a

while grows

more

always the danger of

developing that condition

known as the

early

rapidly

than the

over-exercise

"enlarged heart".

At birth the ratio betwem heart and arteries is 5:4.
This means that the heart is

almost

as

wide

of adolescence,

as

pumping blood

the heart itself.

the ratio is 5:1.

In the first stage
This

heart must pump the blood into arteries
as

wide

as

the heart itself.

into arteries

means

that the

only one-fifth

The danger of strain on

the heart is obvious.

Stomach capacity is
For

a

few years

to eat.
no

a

boy

or

greatly enlarged in adolescence.

girl

seems never

It is during this time that young

to

get enough

pet^le,

for

apparent reason, take violent likes and dislikes to

certain foods.

"Hiey

are

from the changes that are

system.

likely

to

eaqperience discomfort

taking place in the digestive

It is at this time, moreover,

that youngsters

suffer much because of facial bl��ii@hes resulti^ from
these inner disturbances.

6

But the �o8t
from the

comes

sigaif least change In youth development

maturing

There is wide varia

glands.

sex

to the time of this maturation.

tion

as

sone

point between the years of nine

from twelve to

twelve to

fourteen; boys, within

eighteen, with

most of them

at from thirteen to fifteen.

should be

to

Girls mature at

eighteen, usually

the limits of ages

reaching maturity

Probably

�ex

instruction

givim at sometime prior to age twelve for boys

and age ten for girls.
Soon after

pidMrty, youth becomes very conscious

of the factor of social approval .
scious and

exceedii^ly sensitive

Be is clothes-con
to the reaction

especially

of the members of his peer group to his own ecmduct pattens.
Team work and

cooperation reach their height in adoles

Social

cence.

rapidly.

participation

The boy

with the group
is

dependent

The home,

the

or

on

or

girl

If young

wishes above all else to

the gang.

develop
"belong"

Social growth is gradual and

the social environm^t and experience.

church,

that contribute

and social ^-mindedness

and the school are the

lax^ely
people

to adolescent social
are

to achieve

a

growth.

balanced person

ality, they must become emotionally mature.
tion is charaeteria&ed by poise,

agencies

Such matura

self-control, tolerance,

and freedom tt<m egocentricity.

Youth also ie to be led to the achievement of

a

7

in life,

well-defined, socialized goal
one

is going in life ministers to

Barly too, be is to

security.

attitude toward life.
as

some

one

has said.

feeling of personal

a

tbe value of

"Negativism leads

positive

radicalism",

"getting along" in

a

world

people.
Adolescence is

ebaracterietically

Youtb does not

gious adjustment.

time of reli

brought t^.

has been said about adol^cent "doubt".
now

a

accept unquestioningly

the articles of faith in which he was

St would

that tbe older theory that insists that doubt

inevitable in the youth years is not

all young people
It is

doubt.
young
For

to

a

Varied social contacts are also

basic to tbe young person in
of

see

knowing where

people

some

are

probably true, however, to say that
through

go

a

of adolescents reach adulthood
beliefs of their earlier years.

perplexity

at
and

a

was

Not

most

pi�riod of religious tmcertainty.
for others it is prolonged.

Bec^t studies seem to indicate that

is concerned with

seem

s^iously troubled by religious

this period is brief;

adjustment,

Justifiable.

Much

by far tbe majority

holdii^ substantially

the

The Christian educator

helping youth make the right religious

minimum cost to him so far as unnecessary

suffering

is concerned.

CMPTSB in

Th& youQg perscm

to

a

soaso

facing adulthood and awakoaiag

of hie Christian

responsihilities

need� to he

grounded in the hasic principles of the sfiiritual life.
In his

teaching,

follow in

can

^esus established
his

facing

tions for his future

as

guidelines which srouth

prohlesis and

in

adult member of society.

an

youth's attitude toward God

When

laying founda*

^d man is funda

mentally right, youth*� problems, whatever they are, will
be solved more
head

can

readily

more

the matter of

readily.

Where the heart ie

sound, the

In

discussing

make

adjustments.

guidance, it should

be r^iiembered at the

outset that Christ when confrcmted with

did not by any
He set up

no

means

furnish

a

a

man's problm

neat, ready-made solution.

infallible rules for guidance in the working

out of all the details of

our

live�.

specific

Se set forth

conduct

general
"Master,"

principles rather

than

asked one,

to my brother that he divide the inheri*^

"speeOc

tance with me."

Judge

or

a

"Man," answered Be,

divider over you?"

refused to meddle.
and

give

**who made

iUO&o lS:13-ia).

me

a

Christ

He would not take from the oi^ressor

to the ^pressed.

oppression, but it

patterns.

was

the

It

was

His

part

Judge's part

to fmehtd

to decide what

oi^ressloa

He mmmrt�^ the

was.

unseiflfiimose.

speeifieally

But tho

quoetioa itself

a

great social law,

servants that which is

give to your

(ColoBsians 4:1).

equal.

He would not

answer,

Christianity lays down

and

pvtnetplm of lov� aa4

a

and each age must decide that.

tude toward the

Just and equal*"

But it does not say how much is

It does not fix

'Master,

wage scale*

Just

Bach master

Bearding Christ's atti

solving of man's particular prolilems,

BcKoy writes:
Jesus did not lay down any rul^ for the de
tailed <^�8erva&ce of the Sahbath I>ay; he gave to
his disdoles a uruidins srinoiole.

He did not

tell them what t^y were to teachi he merely
He did not form an elaborate
gave them a theme.
organisation for carrying on His worh; he called
twelve disciples together and left them to work
m
out the detail of their future activities,
did not attei^t to give any particular inetructioiu� as to the oi�eratioas of capital and labouri
he gave the w^ld a gol^ rule.
He did not set
a
forth
code of ethi<^ to regulate the relation
between the e^esi he declared, "Blessed are the
He did not prescribe the kind
pure in heart.'*
of amusements in which his disciples could safely
indulges he asked only that his disciples should
He did not formulate any
strive to be like him.
creedal statem^t; he declared that the essence
of religion is to love Ck�d with all our bmaet,
and our neighbor as ourselves*^
Basic to

with God.

right guidance is

a

sound

relationship

Ihe youth who would realisse hi� b^t in life

kiharles f McKOy, Tim Art of Jesus as a Teacher
M^.
(Philadel^ia: The Judson WmmTl^f^y,
�

"

10

must recognize that OoA can g%sido
one's life is

fath^-son

a

To

help young pe^e

aright, ^irclay suggests

of Christ as

a

basis for

as

to Him la

a

Also fit&damental to Christian

right attitude toward the life

ings of Christ*
Christ

aright only

yielded in complete obodionee

relationship*

guides is

one

a

a

and teach-

to ^^eciate

project

on

the persos^

stu^l^ of Christ's life

and

charact^s
The method is not so much th^ preseataticm
of the facts of his life m the awakening of an
Bdmiration of his charactcif in all it� traiuscendent symetx^ and strath, full of grace
and truth*
'She spiritual impulse will be giv�a
to the piq^il by leading him to a|^reciati<�i.
Hie mat^al for a decision to fallow and obey
Christ will bo ivmni&hed by helping him to form
a moral Judgnmit m the diirine character revealed
in the vmf&m he
the life he Uved, and
the death he died*�

7et anoth^ principle of guidance is the accep
tance of the Bible

as

God's standard for life and

Paul gave to yousig Timothy
wcHPd:

a

living.

fourfold purpose in the

It is **profitable for ^Utctri^, for r^^roof, for

oorrecti^, f^ instructiim in rightoousn^s." (II Tim
othy 3:1@).

Through the wordt the youis^ Christian is

strengthened and habits of conduct establi^ed that
"ai�ie of his

st^ shall slide".

(Itealm 37:31)

�

H@

%ado C� Barclay, et al., �4f� in the Making
(Hew York: The Hethodiet Book Cm!M^u^1[BtfT�1�7w9,

11

grows in

capacity to

is given* **tbat the

serwo

man

and to

"All Scripture

obey*

of God may be perfect,

thorough*

(II Timothy 3:16-17>

ly furnished unto all good worlm***

Bquipped with the word, he is able to resist temptations
to evil.
ye are

**I have written unto you, young men, because
and the word of Qod abideth in you,

strong,

ye have overcome the wicked one."

in wisdom and

(I <tohn 2:14)

maturity in studying the word.

and

He grows

His obe

dience to the word is the measure of his love to God:
"He that hath my commandments and fceepeth
that loveth me and he that loveth
my

Vather,

to him."

and I will love

n^all be loved of

him, and will manifest myself

(Ma 14:81)

TO be

kept in mind also in the Christian guidance

of youth is the

service.

me

then, he it ie

principle of self-eaqpression through

iMless opportunity is given for the expression

of the newly-acquired ideals, they die

on

one's hands.

Bxpressioa of the personal Christian eacperi�iee
a

social obligation*

are

the

Christ said to His

is also

disciples,

light of the world". (Matthew 5:14)

"Te

TUB QOBSTIOHS

The questimis of youth dealt with iu this thesis
have to do

aeetly with laattertt of faith

and

doetrine,

social relations and service, and the devotional life*
Did Jesixs really live?
The

impact of the gospel account of Christ's life

vtptm the lives of the

people in His

own

the CKisteace of One who must have heen
A Jewish scholar

declares, "If

we

day

attests to

is^re

than

had ancient

man.

sources

like those in the gosjMls for the history of AloKandor
or

Caesar,

we

should not cast any doubt upon them."

documents of the

would

seem

early church

among men.

is found in the fact that
a

early manuscripts

to furnish incontrovertible proof of the vali-

dity of His life lived

in

and other

Th&

Christianity

world of rival faiths.

the Christians had

a

real

A forceful argtmtent
won

the victory

liowis Browne says,

man

to

w<�rship."

"Only

Ho ^Htbt the

greatest evidence of His earthly life and ministry is
the fact that not cmly has the world's noblest

spiritual

values derived from Him by inrec^t a&d eacaa^le, but also
in the fact that His life and

the midst of

a

sinful world

a

teaching here produced in
peculiar people transfortied

13

under Qod bf faith in His name*^
What is truth?

Jesus, "What is truth?", Jesus

When Pilate asked

gave

no

direct

answer.

or

the

Was Pilate

desirii^

one

of

a

convinced that the universe has

no

meaning?

answer,

was

Pilate in almost

keeping,

question

sincere

a

sophisticated mind
Christ told

many words that the truth

as

was

and that He had ccme to the world to

their questions concerning "truth"*
of the truth heareth my voice."
He speaks of Himself

ansvrer

one

(Jt^n 13237)*

that is

Slsewhere,

the embodimimt of truth*

as

"I

am

llan*s mind cannot satisfactorily compr^end

the truth."

the answer to "What is truth*"

plain, God

"Sv�vy

in His

can

But what

cannot

man

All the "saving" truth

reveal.

we

ex

need

to know is revealed in Him who is the revelation of Qod*

Why Christianity any

more

than another religicm?

The truth that can satisfy husum need must he

fundamentally
religion

"oae and the same truth".

has risen to its own attainment in

only Christianity t
human

Each other

we

helieve, ie adequate

truth, hut
in

satisfying

need; and that hecause only the Founder of Chris

tianity could say, "I
times the

case

3 Jack

that

am

<me

truth'**

(John 14:6)

It is

some

who does not want to accept Christ

Finnegan, Youth Asks About Beliglon (Hew
Association Pres87TM9T7~p."'^Br" mil adaptation
by the writer of this thesis)*
York:

14

takes refuge in

question

a

suets

as

this.

Is it wrong to doubt in aatters ooasidered fundamental to
reiigioay
Honest doubt is

nothing to be ashamed of.

glory in the "intellectual difficulties" of

doubts which

religion ottmi have

as

their basis

straint.

Some individtmls take

making

attempt to

no

But

form of moral

a

re

pride in their doubts,
A doubt which

be free from them.

faces the issue is said to be faith in the making.
son

says of his

strength".
was

ever

li �2i

hero, "He fought his doubts and gathered

Seme

even

For

fca^s

everything, why stewild I pray?

us

thoii^h

we

our

thing, in

our

so

Nothing ministers
have all

are

we

sure

doing

we

ever

Again,

to

things needful

If things were not

It is first of

to solicit Him in our needs

Failure to
more

so

children?

Why?

we

r^ind ourselv^ of
ever

are

depend

on

pride,

haughtiness and pride than

come our

way without

arranged that

a

conscious

God breeds

we

"felt" need

our

on

a

to

stirring.

received when

ask, would not God be robbed of the Joy of

delights in satisfying

than asking

He is well aware of them.

help.

d^endence*

more

needs and desires*

But

are

the source of our
of

involves much

course

fellowship*

one

nothing worthwhile

achieved without doubt.

God to grant
a

has said that

one

Prayer of

all

Tenny

we

Father who

the part of His

15

How

one be

can

saved?

The first step involves
a

an

intellectual coamttutmti

belief in the Sonshlp of Christ and in His atonesoent for
A second step is repentance for sin.

sin.

sorrow

for sin and

turning away from all

a

This

signifies

known ain�

A

third ste^ oalls for active exercise of faith in Christ
as

the

fore

only Savior,

and the confession of this faith be

Paul ��fmt

wm,

**tf thou shalt confess with thy

iBOuth the I^ord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart
that God hath raised him from the dead,

thou shalt be

(Romans 10:9).

saved."

What is saving faith?
Thmre is a difference between intellectual assent

to truth and that saving faith whi^ not only acknow

ledge the truth but lives in
The devils also believe,

the

and tremble."

Saving faith is the gift of (iod.
believes
man

man

uses

light of

this power.

God

that truth.

(James 2:19)

gives

the power to

It Is the act of the whole

responding to the divine overture.

"Once a sin is

forgiven will (Sod remember it?"

utterly blots out the record of the sin
forgiven. This is very distinctly and
emphatically promised in many passages of the
God
He has

Bible.
P^^Mtpm the most explicit is J^ekiel 33 16:
"Hone of his sins that he hath committed shall be
mentioned unto him: he hath d<me that which is
lawful and right; he shall surely live." There are,
however, warnings to the par^ned man that he must
quit his sin. Having once been pardoned, he must

be carefuS. not to abuse Qod*� magnaaltalty under
the impression that God will oontiaue to paardon.
There are many warnings of tlie peril which a r�an
incurs who returns to an evil life after once
being delivered from it.*
How important is Bible

Jbhn

study

to

a

.young manv

Wesley writes of the value

the early stages of his

own

of Bible

study in

Christian life.

In the year 17B@, I began not only to read,
but to study the Bible, as ttm one, the only
standard of truth, and the cmly model of pure
religion. Hence I saw, in a clearer and clearer

light, the indiepmisible nec�Bsity of having the
'*mind which was in Christ", and of "walking as
Christ also walked", even of having not some
part only, but all of the mii^l which was in him;
and of walking as he walked, not inly in many or
in most respects, but in all things.
And this
was the light, whmpein this time S generally
considered religion, as a uniform following of
Christ, an entire inward and outward conformity
to our Haster.S
Paul's advice to Timothy is ap*opos for mxy young
person:

"IMitate upcm these thiagsf give thyself wholly

to them;

that thy

profiting may ai^ar

doing this thou �halt both
hear thee."

save

(I Timothy 4:1S*1S)

study depends

on

the methods

to all.

th|^elf ,

��

.for in

and them that

The value of Bible

employed.

An

introductory

approach should eeq^iasisse practical Christian livii%.

Topical studies dealing with such problems

Daniel

A.

as

prayer.

Poling, Tour Questions Answered

(Mew York: Channel Press,

Wm,

p7

^

llS.

^J. T. (^lyton, Interpretia^ the Bible to Youth
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1�B4),^ XSS".
"
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teiaptatlOB,

wt

faith

are

closely related

approach may he the reading of Bible boolss
with one like the

ginning

one can see more

writer's

such, be

In this way

of Mark.

a

the

given book from the sacrod

perspective.

How does the

Christian

Sooner

evil and

or

temptatimi'/

ovorcome

later youth learns that the forces of
cannot be

tei^ptatiosi

satisfactorily withstood

without

help from outside himself*

looking

to God.

fare/

as

clearly the parts in relation to

teaching of

and the

whole,

gospel

Another

to life.

What are the weapons of

One is the "sword of the

of God".

Jesus Himself

with Satan.

The solution is ia

oae

war

^irit which is the word

quoted Scripture la His conflicts

A second weapon is prayer.

guarantee that

spiritual

Pr&^mit is

will not be tes^pted, but it

no

can

guarantee the help of God against temptation and gives
lis

another weapon most useful in overcoming

evil,

a

life dedicated to constructive Christian service:
not overeat of

evil, but

overcome

"Be

cnril with good*"

(Bomans 12:21)
Was Jesus

really tempted
For He

Tim*
How could He

from the

tempted

was

not

are

temytody

only very God but

partake of the nature of

temptations
as

as we

we

are

cmrnxm

to man?

tempted. He helps

man

very man*

and be

Because He
us

in

our

eacea^t

was

time of
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"For we

toraptatloa, with sympathetic understandiag :
have not an

high priest, which cannot toe touched with

the feeling of

tempted lihe

infirmities; but

our

as

we

are*

in all points

was

yet without sin." (Hebrews 4:15)

ffhat is the relationship of Christianity to character

developmcmt?
Sound Christian character can be

developed only

when Christ is in the life of the individual.

the

highest

and noblest virtues find their fullest ex

pression in Him, if

we

The

in His company.

would be like Him

preparati<m

to the divine pattem involves

fact that
His

our

thoughts,

our

Spirit of Qod
our

our

recognition of the

vm

to

of

help outside

declaration of faith in the efficacy
us

into sonship in (Sod*

who effects this new

affections

ful to lead

must live

for life lived according

acknowledgment of need

our

of Christ's atonement to bring

which

we

ways are not His ways, nor our thoughts

ourselves, and

the

Since

are

now

relati<Msship, in

turned toward God, is faith

evor-increasing maturation in the

Christian graces.
Don't

we

sin daily in thought,

There is acme

absolutely perfect but God.

the Scripture enjoins upon

which

theologians

fection.

John

word, and deed?

man

a

state of

Tet

perfection,

sometimes speak of as "relative" per

Wesley defines it

as

"perfect love".

is that c<�idition of the heart in which

man

It

lives before

19

God and nen In

a

state of heart

has been oleansed by the

indwelling of

If

ti<�Ei of
so

man

a

we

define

known law of

The motive life

the

Holy Spirit.

the Bible teaches that

In this relationship in God,
need not sin.

purity.

"sin"

as

man

the '*wilfull viola*

God", it is surely possible for

to live that he doe not sin.

What is the meaning of "Wo know that to them that love
0�r all things wqyk together for good, even to th^m

iSo

are

the called"?

Th� passage in Homans 8:28 in the original is
striking: "We know that to thi^ that love
God all things work together for good, even to
This is an assurance
them who are called..."
that whatever may come to us. He will cover us
with His loving providence and will not suffer
His beneficent purpose in our behalf to be
turned aside, if we fully trust Him; it means
that the events of life, including things that
we call misfortunes, will be overruled to spiritual
advantage. The Christian is not promised immunity
from trouble, but that this trouble will tend to
He is not encouraged to
make him a better man.
seek discipline, or to act recklessly, with the
idea that howsoever an enterprise turns out, it
But if after he has sought
will benefit him.
divine guidance and has carefully consid^ed a
matter, it turns out disastrously, he is not to
be cast down but to expect that in some way God
will make the disaster a blessing to him.^

more

tjHm

God have

a

plan for every life?

God's interest in

man

is first in relation to

being and second only to doing.
ence

see

Vital Christian experi

always results in action; it is
the

relationship

not difficult to

the Christian life has to vocation.

Poling, 0�. cit.

,

p.

64.
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Dow God have

a

words intinate

pl&a tor
as

much:

every lifer

The Pealfiiist's

"I will Instruct thee and

teach thee In the way which thou shalt go:

thee with mine

eye,** (Psalm 32 8)

is not unconditional:

ever,

I will, guide

lliis guidance,

how

"In all thy ways acknowledge

him, and he shall direct thy paths.*' (Proverbs 3:3)
Youth, seeking God's will vocationally, may be helped
by observiag four rules suggested 1^ Whitesell:
(1) Realize that you need wisdwa frcmi God.

(3) While you are asking,
that you are fulfilling the conditions
established for receiving guid^ce.
(4) Finally,
wait on the Lord.'
(2)

be

Ask God for wisdom.

sture

Does the conscience ever approve what is wrong?

Poling defines

conscience

that "faculty of the

as

mind which discerns the moral

quality of

a

course

of

conduct, and pass��s Judgment upon it according to the
standard of right
was

a

or

wroi% which it has**.

conspicuous ^a^le of

an

unenlightCKaed conscience.

Persecuting the church he felt he
Conscience must be educated;

ledge

and reason for

was

doing God service.

it must rely

Ju�l^ent.

Paul himself

on

both kno^;-

The greatest instrument

in the proper education of consci�tice is the

Bible.�

'Faris D, Whitesell, gow to Solve Your Problems
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan PubHihIig ibuseTT^. 63,

^Poling,

og. cit.,

p.

260,

-a

What is God lihe?

Young people eooking to gro& out of tho childish

concept of God

as

a

magnified

man

existing in

definite

a

iocation in space eocperience reai difficulty in conceiv

ing

of Him

C3nly with maturation

spiritual.

as

able to arrive at the idea of God

a

as

they

are

Spirit possessing

willy intelligence, and sympathy--C3�e Who governs the
What is God like?

forces of the universe.
expresses the

characteristics of God.

Old Testament,
The

artist,

one

painting

nature reveals

Man, created in the image of

in some measure His likeness.

God, reflects

of God.

of the

personality

As a

From the

gathers something of the revelation

perfect revelation

Incarnation of God.

The

comes

in Christ, the

perfect revelation
If

Christ, the Incarnation of God.

we

comes

would know

in
more

perfectly what God is like, what His attributes are,
are

we

to look at Jesus.

Can God do anything?
A

study of

the attributes of God

characteristics such

as

omnipotence and omniscience-

all powerful and all knowing.

why cannot He do anything?

If these

true

of His

belong

to

God,

But are tti^e attributes all

that is inherent in the nature of God?

standing

always includes

I^rough

an

under

"limitations'*, principles of wisdim and

perfection begin

to ai^ar.

Within the universe
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m has established laws which Be caaaet be

change arbitrarily if
continue.

He has

not force
are

men

the processes of nature are to

given

to mind.

implicit.

expected to

men

freedom of choice;

Xn the nature of CJod,

He does

limitations

This does not change the perfection of God.

It leads into

an

insight

of the nature of His perfection.

What does it mean to worship?
Jesus
or

a

taught that worship is

ceremonial observai^e.

more

"God is

a

than

an

attitude

Spirit: and they

that worship him must worship him in
spirit and in truth."

(John 4:24)

lationship

This means that one must stand in
proper re*
to the truth of God before he is

worshipping God.

capable of

Tbm results of true worship

are

a

realisation of the will and purpose of God, spiritual

fellowship

with other

Christians,

and

a

compassion for

outgoing service.
Ho^ should I read the Bible?

Svery Christian should have
Bible:
to

a

two approaches to the

devotional period and study.

In study, he seeks

gain understanding for himself and others; iu the devo-

ticmal

the

tiiae, he

communes

with God alone.

Harkness shows

significance of the two approaches:
We

ought to read the Bible devotionally, accom
panying it with prsiyev, waiting before it ia quiet

and with self examinaticm to see what God is
saying to us throi^h it.
0nles3 we do this we are
likely, wx the one hand, to fall into a barrwi and
sterile pendaatry as we
try to become d<^atic and
ness

3^

Intolerant toward thoee who have interpretation

differing from

our

own.^

The young person will he

helped devotionally by

reading the great prayers of the Bible, the life of
Christ, and the letters written by Paul*
passage read is less

The size of the

important than the spiritual texture

of the passage.
Xs the love of God towards

�

man

to b@ interpreted indi*

'

vTdmnry?

�

This question has oftwa disquieted Christians
under afflieti<m.
Xt has often appeared to the
as
it
did
to Jk�b, that the ehildrmi of
godly man,
God ttum no bett�V in the world than the wieked*
But we are taught in a multitude of passages in
the Bible, that God does tmm and car� for the
Christ was very explicit on the
individttal,
The
promise in the Kew Testament to
subject.
Christ's followers is not of prosperity, but that
they shall receive strength to bear their afflic
tions and that those afflictions shall work for
good to them* Our prayers would be simple moiskeries
if we did not believe in God's care for the indi
vidual.
Xt is often difficult to understand why
so many afflictions fall to the righteous which
the wicked escape, but God does not explain these
particular trials* He expects us to trust Him
and to be assured that "I^ does not willingly
afflict nor grieve" us, and to patiently wait the
revelation which will make all things clear.

Why does God allow suffering?

Through the incident of healii^ the
birth, Jesus taught that sickness

was

man

blind from

not always the

Carlyon, Interpreting the Bible to Youth
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1954), p*"lll.
T.

lOpoling, 0�*

cit*

,

p*

105,
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result of sin, but that It u&y be the end of
God.

Paul speaks too, of

glorifying

purification and perfecting

a

through suffering, "for my strength is made perfect in
weakness".

(2 Corinthians 12:9)

We do know that the

discipline of sufferii^ is God*s way of "growing"
Xt is

a

suffering.
if

ours

soul.

law of life both in relation to the natural and

the spiritual

as

a

man

that there

can

be

no

progress without

Think of the consequences to

suffering

were

a

world such

unknown.

Where did evil come from?

The problem of evil is
man.

tion.

Xt

probably will

old

as

the history of

be solved to men's satisfac

never

This much we know:

as

that God in

creating

hardly be expected to find satisf acti<m in

man

could

an

order of

beings who loved and served Him of necessity.

Posited

in the free agency of

our

to withold from God.

Herein lay the "potential" of dis

obedience.
As a

first parents

was

the

capacity

Time came when these ^ireats chose to

result* their

nature

was

dis^t�ey.

corrupted, and their de

pravity affected all their posterity.
When the

disciples asked Christ Just where the

"tares" came from that
He

were

in the field with the

wheat,

answered, "An enemy hath d<me this," and added, "^e

enemy is the Devil."

original

soiurce

(Matthew 13:28)

of evil�Satan.

Here is the
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Wliat is God's

answer

to death?

Xt was the mission

The fear of death is ooewion.

through fear of death

of Christ to "deXiirer those wim
were

When

2:15)

one

accepts Christ

Saviour,

his

as

sin, but alive^ unto (Sod through Jesus Christ
(Romans 6:11)

Christ in the heart of

person go

Althot^h
to this
answer.

"This

directly to heaven

no

Bible passage

question, there

man

are

or

spells life;

hell after d�ath?

giv�8 explicit

be with

answer

passages which sv^gest an

Christ said to the |^�iit<�it thief

day shalt thou

^:43)

a

Lord".

our

alongside life.

and death cannot exist
a

he inherits

He is "dead indeed unto

from that moment eternal life.

Ooes

(Hebrews

aXX their life time subject to bondage".

me

on

in Paradise".

the

cross

(Luke

From this passage and others some authorities

conclude that there is
state of life.

interval between death and

no

Although

some

a

have held that the soul

roaains inert until resurrection, most authorities
to believe that it mtmem a state suited to

se^

spiritual

develosmMnt until the final change.
Can

one

be

a

Christian without joining the church

Whitehead defines

religim

does with his own solitariness".

that "being
a

a

solitary Christian

social Christian is

even

more

as

"what the individual

Another writer says
is

important, but being

important".

Although
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Join tho

the Bible gives no direct command that oae

church, membership of the believers is everywhere implied
Is not the church itself

in the Mew Testament.

In order to be at their best,

ship of believers?

people need the cooperation
The

a

fellow
young

fellowship of the church.

and

church, moreover, needs the vitality of young lives.

What do the different religions believe about Qod.
Brahman is the Soul of the Universe

Hinduism,

In

Because the

as<sription of characteristics

would

�

imply

limitation, the toadency in Hinduism is to avoid this by
using

not that" when

terms.

defining

ultimate reality in the form of

In Conftwianism and Buddhism,
Buddha

about God.

and Confucius

sought

a

an

impersonal

Absolute.

the founders said little

Nirvana

the deities,

beyond

taught that entasis should

be upon human

In the development of th^e religions,

relations.

prophets themselves

came

to be

regarded

Schweitzer maintains that
is the distinction between

affirmation.

gods.

as

a

necessary criterion

world-negatiwi

He believes that

the

evaluated?

How may the various religions be

religion

The result is

and world-

Christianity is the highest

because it mxaJblm the

individual "to live with

the eyes f laced upon eternity, while stsuiding firmly upon
the solid

ground

of

reality".

Another criterion

times advanced considers whether

a

religion is

some
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9��8inlstic
as

or

optimistic, lo&vix^

giving purpose

to life.

the nature of God;
in

important
as

and

a

men

as

A final test

ethical concepts

are

Iiopoloss

or

depends upon
not considered

negative concept of God, but

of great importance If God is described

are

as

regarded

both loving

righteous*

t^t about the question of Genesis ajMt seaeology?
In meeting the conditions of finding God's will

eaeperiencing personal fellowship with film, man's

and in

difficulties in
to be

likely

reconciling science with

measureably reduced*

sights into this whole problem by

the word

Brown offers four in
a

ewisideration of the

purpose of the Genesis account of creation:

stories

first of all stories about God.

are

are

(1) The

*'They

breathe throi;^hout the atoaosphere of his majesty and

(2) They teach that everything

power and holiness.'*
is dependant i^on God*

<3>

^le creation stories empha

size that the creation is good,
work*

since it is God;s handi

(4) Because God created the world, there must be

meaning and purpose behind it; the main task is
cover

this experience.

question

of

of "why?",

approach

"how?**,
a

to dis

Scientists investigate the

but the Bible answers the

problem

question beyond the realm of scientific

and the intellect of

l>l>Bobert
(Philadelphia:

man.^^

M* Brown, The Bible Speaks to You
^e Westmins^er"Weis ,

*^l�SS)7"p737

,
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Bow do wo eKgiain tho miracioa of tho Bible v

stumbling blocks for

One of the

Xt

of the Bible is the idea of miracle.

him that axeheads should float
crumble at the sound of

a

or

some

that
The

trumpet*

modern readers
absurd to

seems

a

city wall should

skeptic supposes

that the believer must possess monumental faith to accept
A miracle is that which is

these stories.

The believer

what we know of nature".
God

�cercising his soveroign

"contrary to

sees

in the miracle

power of ctreation.

periences little difficulty in the fact of

the

for to him if nature is God's ordinary way of

He

ex

miraculous,

doing things,

miracle is God's extraordinary way of doing things*
Can the church heal by faith today?

The

Scripture nowhere implies that the gift

faith healing

limited to the time of the apostles.

was

Xt does say without
faith shall
never

qualification

the sick.

save

that the prayer of

(Jam^ 5:15)

However, Jesus

spoke disparagingly of healing remedies.

worthy things, they too
loved

physician".

faith for healing,

Why is there

no

of

are

of God*

Uike

Since not all persons
use

Mke all

was

the "be

seem

to have

must be made of remedies at hand*

remission of sin without the sh^iding of

The thought of a sacrifice for sin imderlies
the whole message of the Bible.
The fact that
John 3 17, John 8:11-12, and other pr<�itises do
not specifically refer to this do^ not violate

2S

la any way tlie bread, gmieral prlaelple. � .The
Old Testaaent, in law and ceremoay aad pro|>heey,
looks forward to a great sacrifice that is to be
made, of which the sacrifice of animals is but a
The l^istles of the New Testament eag^lain
type.
how the sacrifice of Christ may be applied by
faith to the human 80ul....Eto Himself said dis
tinctly of His death (Matthew 2@:2S), "This is
my blood of the new testament � which is shed for
many for the remission of sins".,..'^e fact of
the atonement underlies all the promises of
Xt mmma idle, as well as dangerous,
Scripture.
to speculate whether there may be or might have
been some other way of salvation.
This way fits
in with our knowledge of nature and of life, and
has been testified to by multitudes of rede^ed
We know that through tbe blood of Christ
souls.
salvation fr<�i sin can be found; we certainly
do not know that it can be found in any other way.^^
.

What is the meaning of the Trinity?

(^tho�k�3� Christianity teaches the fact of
God.

triune

Many quest i<m this truth because they do not under

stand it.

They

"inesplicables".
ence

a

seem

to

Cteing

forget that the world is full of
to know God in

through Christ is likely

culty

of

readily

greatly the diffi

accepting this and other ^toctrlnes that
be

lationship
of the

to reduce

personal experi

explained.
to

As the believer grows in his re

God, the question of "proving"

the doctrine

Trinity loses itself in glorious mystery.

Christian is

may not

supported by faith.

The

He experiences Joy in

believing.
Do you believe that the Christian Church was built on Peter?

ISpoling, og.

cit., p. 114.
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Protestants believe that the church
upon the foundatioa meatiooed in Peter's

Christ, the Son of the living God."

16 18)

It is

built.

In Acts

for there is

whereby

we

"thou

(Matthew

the Person of Christ that the church is

on

*

established

confessicm,

art the

when he says,

was

4:12,

Peter hiiaeelf is

referring

to Christ

neither is there salvation in any other:

none

other

name

under heaven given among men,

must be saved."

Is the world getting better

or

worse?

The questior. of whether the world is getting
better or worse is a s�ointed one.
It is discussed
from many angles, and upon it many of oiur best
thinkers differ*
*S%e answer must rest upon what
kind of improv^ent is in the mind of the student
of the question.
Scientifically, we know the world
is moving forward by gigantic strides.
But when
we think of the huge drink bill, our vice-ridden
cities, war and Commxmism, etc., in the light of
present knowledge, there is qu<�stion as to whether
It seems
the world is better or worse morally.
to me, however, that the basis vspoa which God
decides that question is that of relationship to
Tbe question which deteinaines eternity
Him.
If
with the soul is what we do with Jesus Christ.
the world is being drawn into closer fellowship
with the Lord Jesus Christ, then in the sight of
If
God, we must believe it is growing better.
From this view
not, the opposite must be true.
point, tbe questi<�i cannot be settled by world
conditions, but by the spiritual condition of
If the professing
tbe visible church of God.
believers in Christ are more numerous, more
spiritual, shining brighter, a greater power in
the world and leading souls to Christ at a greater
ratio than the physical birth rate, then, and only
then, can we believe the world is growing better,
as God sees it.
Our �K>rrespondent is right as to
the real character of tbe test of world betterment.
It must be a spirittml one, not regulated by our
advancement in knowledge, art and science, nor
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by tbe multitude ot

our inventiims, but by our
loving obedience to God*s laws, our closer union
witb Him tbrough His S<m, and by our application
of tbe teachings of Jesus in our daily lives.
The Gospel standard of Christian eff Iciiuicy is
not one of wealth or intellectuality, but of

rightness with God and love for

our

fellow man.**

Ooes God hear the prayer of the wicked?
It is not difficult to believe that the prayers
of wicked

men

for temporal

One kind of prayer,

sponse:

blessings

however, is

sure

are

presumptive.

of the Divine

re

the sinner's sincere and earnest prayer for

When

pardon.

of grace",

by this

one

enters into

means

a

he may ask God with confidence to

"state

supply all

his needs.

Why baptism?

Baptism is

a

sacrament of the Christian church

aloji^ with the sacrament of Holy Coiamunion.
institut<Ml by Christ.
inner

relationship

OB^hasized

out of

Webster defines
a

person,

as

a

or

Baptiaaa is

outward sign of

an

identification and is not to be

proportion

baptism

as

to its

original significance.

the "ai^lication of water to

sausrament, by which he is initiated into

the visible Church of Christ".
in the name of the

longing

an

Both were

Trinity,

as

Ckie should be
a

confession of his be

to God.

Wollost 0�� Cit.,

p.

baptia^

237.
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What Is the slgaiflcanc� ot the lierd's 'Support'
The Lord's Supper has been observed by the Chris

tian Church front the first century.

betrayal, Jesus
Xn

so

ate His last meal with His

doing. Be performed

a

aad brake

and said. Take, eat;

cup...'*

disciples.

Jesus "took bread,

it, and gave it
this is my

(Hatthew 36s 26)

night of the

symbolic act which they did

not at that time cois^rehend.

blessed it,

On the

to the

and

disciples,

And he took the

body.

Paul in Acte states that He

said, *'T3ii8

do ye in r^aembrmice of me."

11:25)

significance of the Communion service

The

<X Corinthians
may

follows:

(1) Xt is

a

memorial.

It denotes thanksgiving.

(3) Xt is

a

fellowship.

Xt represents sacrifice.

(5) Xt repres^ts mystery.

be simimed up

as

What Principles may be followed

ob8ervati<�i ofi^Sidlay?
Xn the Old

wj^h

(2)

(4)

respect to the

Testament, holy days

were

to be

days

<

of

feasting

is holy unto

and
otsr

special Joy

to the

Lord, neither be

of the Lord is your strength".
is not intended to be
to be

a

a

Lord, **for this day

ye sorry,

for the Joy

(Ilehemiah 8:10)

day of gloom.

day of unrestrained pleasure.

Hor

was

Sunday
it meant

Xt is to be

a

day of rest from the regular activities of the week,
Xt is to be devoted to the cultivation of friendship
with God,

and to the

spiritual edification of

man.

Two

kinds of activities respecting work may be engaged in
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oa

works of

this day:

necessity and deeds

of mercy*

What will be the statns of infants in the life
Because an infant is not

eai^le

of

^ojot^.

choice, he is

redeemed throv|i;h the merits of Christ's atonement.
attitude toward children is revealed in the

God's

teaching of

Christ, "Of such is the kingdom of heaven'**
^vhat will heaven be like?
Man has

a

spiritual

nature which is satisfi<�d

through fellowship with God*
as

the

Inasmuch

as

the soul's

place of social fellowship

man

happiness

dmands individual

of continual

among individuals.

aspiration*

Eevelation refers to heaven,
Heaven in its

comparisons.

glories of this earth.
the philosophy of the

nor

of man,

ear

the

love him."

Since
a

When John in the book of

he speaks much in tenas of

glories

transcends the

Paul's well known insight into

plan of salvation quickens

esq^tancy concerning the future life:
seen,

must also be

it is reasonable to espect heaven to be

aspires ^

place

him

and be their God." XBevelation

id�itity and individual recc^niticn, heaven
a

heaven

place where this fellowship is complete: "God

self will be with them,

21:3)

Scripture describes

only

ua

into

"Sye hath not

heard, neither have stored into the heart

things which God hath pr^ared for
<X Corinthian� 2:9)

thim that
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What slgnHicaace should tho

coming

Of

Our natural
event is to take

of

tendency

of the second

teaming

darist have'lFoy lay

*

iifev

to be ccmcemed with when this

place should

be

replaced with something

deeper significance: personal readiness for

^e wise course is that of

to its fulfillment.
cance

understandii^

coming.

relationship

Brown thus summarizes the

signifi

of this doctrine In the life of the church:

The concern of the

hope

(1)

early Christians with the age to

made them live more responsibly in the

ThiB

our

lUs

come

(2)

present age.

at the some time caused them to live with what

worldly-wise

might call

men

a

kind of reckless

of material prop<�rty in this world.
the

early Christians, that "whether

are

the

Lord," is

we

believe,
live

or

to be freed aad released for

can

as

die,

did
we

responsible �

(3) Christians with this eschatolo-

and courageous living.

gical pezBpective

To

disregard

revise their scale of values

concern

ing this life.^^
What

are

the duties of

The wlu�le
two

a

duty of

Christian?
man

is to be conceived in these

commandments, (1) "Thou shalt love the

with all

Lord thy God

thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all

thy mind," and (2) "Tbovi shalt love thy neighbor

thyself." (Matthew 22:37-39)

XdBrown,

as

The Christian life is

0�. cit., p. 214.

a
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lov�-r�lationstiip iMitweon God and

reiationship springs
duct then is

never

Christian love.
cultivate
of

man;

man's iove for

and out of this

Christian

man.

at variance with the

of

principle

The "duties" of the Christian

are

maturing relationships with God through

personal worship, and

to do unto others

would have them do unto you"

con

to
acts

"ye

as

.

What is the relationship between religi<m aad service v
Some have felt that

religion called for s^aration

from the world in the sense of withdrawal.

Zt is hard to

reconcile this attitude with that of Christ, who
all times full of social concern.

The

no

at

spirit of compas

sion for others motivated His entire ministry.

expects

was

And He

less of His followers.

necessity of good works in

Jtmes <�iforces the

imaginary dialogue between

two mens

one

has the

an

right

doctrinal beliefs and thinks that is sufficients the
other

performs good deeds but

upon James concludes:

"Tou

see

that

a man

by works and not by faith alone*. ..For
from the
dead."

youth

spirit is dead,
(James 2:24)

so

faith

One church

Where

lacking in faith.

is

as

is

Justified

the body apart

apart from

works is

leader, speaking

movements in Godless societies

of

ehallenger> Cliris-

tion education to "fit youth to r^pond":
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That call to be up and doing and suffering in
the cause of a new world, a regenerated humanity,
is what in spite of much sound and fury, is trans
forming the youth of Russia and China; it is the
call which should surely be raised, and heeded, in
any society which has any right to the name of
Christian.

fi2i

^^^^

aioro

SBS,

important than what

The answer here is "no".

believes ?

one

For in God's eyes,

it is

the inner movements of the soul that determine the true
value of works.

Actually, one's

works cannot be separa

ted from his faith (his inner motive).
may be eoq^essions of

hypocrisy

or

Works of mercy

"blind instinctive

faith".

In the Christian sense, w<^ks

they

inspired by faith in and love for Christ.

are

are

good only

as

Should Christian young people be c<�icerned about foreign

One

words of

a

authiKTity in evai^elism
great

man

motive of his life.
a

states that the final

often prove to have been the

Jesus toward the end gave the world

sisamation of aim for His ministry:

and teach all nations..."

"Go ye therefore;

(Matthew 2S:10)

After the

resurrection, the spirit of the apostles' message
an

urgent

concern

regions beyond.

ruling

was

to carry the gospel to th^se in the

Sharing is

the very nature of the

In it is embodied the fact that the

blessing

one

gospel.

enjoys

^^Brnest G. Braham, Youth and Ufe (l4ondon:
national Sunday School Union}, p.^'lT.

The
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must share

oae

otherwise, the blessing dies.

When

a

to save the world.

eame

Christ

"Sow shall they hear without

a

preacher and how shall they preach except they be 8�nt?"

(Bomans 10 14)

The Christian youth r^ards all

men

as

He cannot be aloof to the conditions of the

brother.

multitude who wit in darkness and the shadow of death.

Will the heathen be lost?
The greatest minds in the Christian faith have dis

cussed the fate of the

said

oa

the subject,

of God to
of his

unevangelized heathen,

"We have no

Judge 'those

autluirity from the

who are without.'"

ministry, he wrote,

the

were

he has is ace^-

light

Gospel, that they would be dealt with

a

presumption

who die in

ignorance

to the

light of

more

rejected the gospel.

tolerantly
Xt would

upon our part to say that the heathen

compassion of God.
answer

At the close

wicked but without the full

than those who heard but
be

Word

Christ said of ancient Sodom and Gomorrah,

table to God".

people

Wesley

"He that feareth God and work-

eth righteousness ac^rding to the

whose

John

are

Xf

question,

beyond the
not

are

we

we

are

resources

altogether

sure,

so

far

of the
sure

as we

of the
are

concerned. Just where the Scriptural emphasis belongs:
"How then shall

believed?

they call

on

him in whom they have not

and how shall they believe in him of whom

they have not heard? and how shall they hear without

preacher?" (Romans 10:14)

a
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What

projects

for service does the chiarch offer

youag

people?

Young people need opportunities to
fiieet this need

can

such

as:

a

serve.

The church

through varied and challenging projects

youth evangelistic service

on

one

Sunday

even-

ing each month, planned and present by the young people;
supervised

radio programs;

tion programs at

formatories;

a

youth prayer groups; visita

hospitals, convalescent homes, and

church newspaper;

re

landscaping the church

grounds; usherijc^; assisting in the Sunday School and
Vacation School programs;
church librarian;
srorxp

serving

as

assistant to the

"special-day" committees;

and musical

activiti�B*^�

Where can t find information on the different vocations?

(1)

Secure biKiks and

pamiAlets

from the local

library.
(2)

Investigate training programs offered by
various

colleges.

(3)

Consult with school advisers.

(4>

Visit business,

OJ^anizations
(3)

industrial, and i^f^sional

�

Attemd vocational conferences.

How can one "know"

that Qod is callii^ him to the vocatioaa

o3r"tEeTChiro^ia5'^nlSfr^
Xt needs to be recc^nized from the start that all

^^Harold C. Mason, Abiding Values in Christian
gducatioa (los Angeles: Fleming i. Hevelll^pany,
WBB), p. 122.
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worthy vocations in life aay he sacred callings,
Qod there is

no

such classificaticm

God needs mechanics

"secular."

the ministerial

Nevertheless,
nature that

no man

as

"sacred" and

as

well

calling

i^ith

preachers.

as

is of such

a

ought to venture into the ministry

without the conviction that God has called him to the
task.
of

a

Inner recognition of such
kind of inner

moent�hut

there is
as

a

compulsion�not

an

impulse of the

Although they may not

be

regarded

incontrovertible signs of such calling, yet the

factors of circum8tanc��8
the

call is in the nature

conviction that abides, and from which

rele�Mi.

no

a

surrounding one's life

opinion of godly ai^uaintances

into consideration in
Bow is Christian

Xn
to the

and

to be taken

are

decisiCMSHBtaking,

Stewardship related to financial security?

discussing industry and

economy in relation

Kingdom of God, Jesus subordinated all material

concerns

to

values.

spiritual

Ooes Jesus speak

ingly of thrift when he says, "l^ay
treasures upon earth."?

not up for

(Matthew 6 10)

careful reading shows this utterance
of the selfish

hoarding of

teach improvidence.

tomorrow".

money.

^Vhen Be says,

He is

addressii^;

yourselves

Not at all!

as

A

condemnation

a

Nowhere does Jesus
**Take

no

He means that we are not to be

about tOBoartmi,

slight

some

corned in matters of material security,

thought for

unduly concerned

w1k�

are

over-c^on-

Oa the

contrary.
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Paul

specially for
and is

faith,
If

provide not for his own, and

"But if any

writes,

those of hiw
worse

than

house, he hath denied the

own

infidel".

an

put the kingdom of God first in

we

(X Timothy 5:8)
our

lives and

practice systematic giving, Qod will provide.
youo^," said the Psalmist, "and

hmea

have I

never

seen

"I have

ami

am

old yet

the righteous forsaken

or

his sfiK�d

begging bread." (Psalm 37:25)
Does the Bible say anything about life insurance?
There is

nothing

in

Scripture bearing

the

<m

subject of life insurance as such, but there are
various passages on thrift and on making provision
If you turn to I Timothy 5:8 you
for old age.
will find a very definite statemeat on the subject.
Evidently Paul did not believe that any man claim
ing to be a Christian was Justified in leaving
his depend<mt ones to be a burden on the cosonunity, either during his life or afterwards.
Jesus in Matthew 6:31-34 was not rebuking thrift,
Be was refer
but worldly-raindedness and vanity.
ring to th<^e who pursued the things of this life
.

..

Be wanted His follow��rs to
the supreme object.
"take no thought (anxious care or worry) for the
morrow".
He had no word of condemnation for
attention to business, but business gains, wealth,
pCMssessicms, etc., are all of seCKindary importance,
and worry about them springs from the heart's
distrust of (}od, aad does no good, but rather evil.*'
as

How can 1 best adjust to

Crow offers five

(1)
ness

Dress and

of dress

are

agr Job?

suggestions in these categories:

grooming.

essential.

l^Poliag, 0�.

Neatnt^s and

appropriate

The careful worker will

cit., p> 161.

try
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to keep hlrosolf roiiaonabiy doau*

Avoid

singularity in

dress.

(2)

Proaq^tness and punctuality.

To arrive at

one's work

on

habitually

has to hurry at the last minute is likely to

time calls for foresight.

pile up trouble for himself
with his
on

own

nervous

him who is

always

of the day to be

(3)
an

em

loyer

both with the

can

employer

�

system.

and

Employers look with approval

time and who refuses at the end

on

"clock-watcher".

Trustworthiness.

the latter is

(4)

a

The person who

pay to

an

The

highest coaqp^liment that

employee is the intimation

that

absolutely triistworthy*

Industry.

The young worker who seeks to

develop habits of industry will not likely
prcHootion when tbe time

comes.

be denied

Being satisfied with

mediocre achievement is neither Just to oneself

nor

a

to

one's employer.

(3)

Following directions.

in favor of individual initiative �
how to follow directions

Whatever may be said
the young

cheerfully will

be

man

who knows

prized by his

employer.
How can I love every <me?

Only

when one has the grace of God in his own heart

^^Lester

0. Crow and Alice Crow, Our Teen Age Boys
York:
McGraw Book Coapany7~T945 ) , pp^ 242and Girls (Now
the
writer of this thesis).
^PSS.
TMapted by
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cam he

fulfill the

commandaeiit, "Love thy neighbor

self".

By loving all

having

at heart their

the Christian

can

aen

in him who is

It does

who is

mean

or

proud

living

in

far country.

Why

t treated at home

am

uiwlean

or

It is not easy for

as

if I

were

consequently ji^ental ties

still

a

child?

a

young

man

In school, he must think for himself,

trained to

use

his

own

as

Judgment in

matters

thmi^h

he

were

still

to learn that adol^cents are

and

a

to

attempts to
Parents n^d

child.

struggling

he is

pertaining

He is bound to resent home

welfare.

treat him

own

a

mitt�t gradually be allowed

to relax.

his

him

par^ts to realise that

scMae

boy from twelve to twenty is becoming
that

see

brother "lost" and

a

as

necessarily

that you

mean

Only

the possi

To love another does not

include liking his ways.

a

unlovely

thy

is meant

sense

highest spiritual welfare.

see

bilities of grace.

in the Christian

as

"belong".

to

They need sympathetic understanding of the fact that
they stand between two worlds�that of childhood aad
that of adulthood,

^eir ideas and

bit outlandish at times,
nition.

opinions

but then they

Smiles of tolerance and

are

may be

a

seeking recog

laughs of derision

can

only increase adolescent insecurity.
i'liat about

an

allowance?

Since the

handling of

money tm

part of the growing-up
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process, youth needs expertmiee In using fiu>ney�
te ienm that before money ean b# speat,

If it comes too
age

easily, it

youngster needs

the expenses it is

an

may go too

allowance.

it must be earned.

freely.

Its size

to cover.

eaq^ted

He needs

Mvm^ teim-

depeti^

on

An arrangciaent

on

the matter should be worked out by par^t and child.

Parental

supenrislon,

adolescent

Yes.

oa

family fiaaaces?

Teenagers have

status of the family.
can

rigidly strict, should control

i^^ending.

Shotald 1 be "in"

family

not

a

right to

They should

know

know the economic

Just what the

afford aad what it caimot afford.

usually wise to include theia
with available funds.

what might be

on

If they

It is

are

purchased

to develc^ the

sense

of r^ponsibility that goes with adulthood, tbey should
know what is
miieh may

owing in the home, the

safely be 8p�at

oa

a smmmp

cost of

trip,

clothes, how
and the rest.

Young people taken thi&s with the par^tal c<mf idence

likely
ing

to be more tolerant of

even

i^ental

are

economy, and will

to sacarif ice some of their own interest for the

well-being of the family.
Is the Christiau to give m all amusements
The mascim,

"All work and

hooded at all age levels.

life,

man

m

play..." needs to be

To maintain a well-balancod

needs divi�rsion and rra^atlmi.

In establlshii^
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a

personal code for diooslog proper recreation, young

people
such

helped by groi^ discussiona which consider

are

iKrincipliM

as

an

of the welfai^ of

awareness

the influxes of the Christian

testizaony,

a

others,

prayerful

abroach to all social contacts, using recreation

as

service and

to

.

Christ.

a means

of

The type of

winning other young people

play

young

people

a

a

group ^age

in should be considered in the light of certain princi
What is the example of other Christians

ples:

question?
tion?

Have X given the

Should

a

Christian join

a

flow will

cause

participation

of CUiristv

school club?

Since the adolescent must learn to get

people he should be encouraged
needs the social

and the

to

Join

a

olid>, moreover,

greatly

keeping with his
Can

a

needs Christian young

reduced wh^
own

people.
increasing,

eometSMes a dif ficmlt one.
a

youngster finds

a

club in

interests.

Christian be popular?
The

dom aad

8:52)

Be

SKpansicm that drives from the club;

problem of selection is

This is

along with

worthy dubo

Xn these days wh^ the number of dubs kmepe
the

the

problem prayerful considera

What does the Bible say?

affect me, others, and the

on

Scripture says of Christ that

Be

"grew in wis

8tative� and in favour with �k�d iwd man".
Xf by

"popular** is

meant one*s

(lAsko

being well-thought-
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of, popularity
the

and vital

individual.

saa�

of Christ's

attracts.

presence

"popularity"

the spirit of the crowd
cannot

one

and

is meant

all

on

inner magnetism that

an

storing into

occasions,

the Christian

hope to be always popular*

May the Christian

liquor moderately?

use

Since it is common

is

exist in

can

The Christian possesses by virtue

indwelliae;
If by

religion

of the greats t

one

hnowle^e

that

to man,

curses

strong drink

it is hardly likely

that the Christian would want to identify himself with
it.

There is

drinker

a

being overpowered by his hcOilt.

the influence of him who

over,

Is

always, too, the danger of the temperate
Consider,

morch*

imbibes, however temperately.

falsehood ever justifiable?
The Christian must tell the truth irrespective

of consequences.

life for

a

There is

place

no

in the Christian

dual standard of ethics and morality.

Bible teaches that lying is

an

The

abemination to God and

will bring eternal separation from His Presence.

good

come

from the perversion of truth?

specifically

says that we

are

Can

The Bible

not to do evil that

good

may come.

Should

a

Christian marry

Where there ie
man

and

wife, there

a

non-Christian?

spiritual ia<K�patibility

is bound to be

a

between

lack of harmony in
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attitude toward
Bom

can

some

two walk

of tbe fiuidameatal

together except they

things

of life.

in general

are

accord with respect to matters of Christian faith and

practice?

Paul

"Be ye not

unequally yoked together with unbelievers**.

gives direct

(XX Corinthians 6:14)

Marriage with

all too often results in

ing

command

lowerii^

a

of Christian standards

this

on

a

subject,

non-Christian

or even

an

abandon-

the part of the professed

on

Christian.
ffhat is the Christian's

The

youth in

a

responsibility to his government?

problem of dtisenship involves

Christian

dual role of

a

two worlds.

Youtb in bis

man

when be realizes that those in

will find

authority

obeyed ebemrfully insofar

conflict with the law of (k�d.

as

citizen of

to the

relationship

of God ai�l the authority of

to be

He is

adjustment.

authority

no

confusion

over

him are

their demands to not

Christ at

one

time in

structed Peter to take the shekai from the mouth of the

fish whi<:h he had caught, and pay his taxes to the

government.

When Peter

remonstratckl, '*Xs it lawful

give tribute

to

or

returned

an

Caesar,

answer

not?**

RMman
to

(Matthew 32 17), Christ

that has forever illumined the Chris

tian's attitude toward being taxed by government.
"gender unto Caesar the things that
unto God the

thlj^s that

are

God's.'*

are

Caasar's and

Huffman in

part

4G

emsp&r^ the two

follows:

a�

CD hov� towajrd thoso who
Dobt to govorsnaont:
Obe
(2) Prayer for rulers.
(3)
are in power.
tbe
(Xn all Bmtters*
dience to
higber power�,
small and great � �scept in relation to sucb com
mands as ccmflict witb the higher law of God.)
"^ou shalt have
Debt to God:
CI) Worship,
other gods before me***
Worship belos^s to
never
to
man.
alone�
**Him
(2) Service.
Deity
Shalt
thou
serve.**
all
Service
to
others
only
**We
is on a different level,
<3) ��iedience,
must (Greek, 'are i^ebted to*) i^ey God rather
than mett.**ld
no

What do^ tbe Christiah to about war?
Xn tbe toaching of Jesus

support
lo<^

taking of

the

was

one

no

hwmm life*

words can be found to

Christ's ethical out-

of active, outgoing love,

Paul fac^ evil

What

by commending the return of blessing for cursing.

positicm is the Christian to take in r^^ard to
Christian

pacifist

always

sees war

perseeutiim

his standard*

where more than two

ples of evil

if necessary,

But the Christian

war

people

are

^finitely outside

in order to maintain

non-pacifist insists

involved,

where the

that

f^iaci-

against the innoc^t, the Christian may

have to resort to force

anything less would

as

the n^^sary means.

be unchristian,

science, thorefore, do^ not

see war

For him

The Christian
in the @a@@

con

light.

19a. Buf fman, Youth and the Christ Way.. (Winona
Indiana: Standartl' 'Pr^s7
,

Lake,

The

For him the Christian

the sphere of the Christian life.
must suffer

as

war?

IMdTTfTl^
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Nevertheless,
hate.

B9

this much is true:

vmea

the Christian does not

to oouateract war*

measure

to the standards of the Christian

all natimuB and maintains

lie is

loyal

church, which embraces

good will above all national

a

interests*
Can

a

Christian be

Communist?

a

Communism presents

Christianity.
a

serious threat to freedom and

a

Wherein lies its

appeal?

(1) Communism is

protest against the hardships of the uaderiKrivileeed.

<a) Xt encompasses all
classless society.

races

and seeks world unity in

(3) Xt presents

a

for those who hope to make the world
is it irreconcilable to

becomes

a means

use

Bow, then,

In communism,

the

Xn propagating itself,

force and violence.

Man

to one end�the Communist state*

viously, Christianity

cause

It denies God and oKalts

Xt destroys human freedom.

it does not hesitate to

happy.

Christianity?

highest "value" is material.
man.

challenging

a

and communiirai are

Ob*

fundamentally

incoi^tible.
Would you care to suggest
A discussion of

ses

a

moral code for Christian -youth

social

relationships by

a

panel

of evangelical authorities which undertook to reply to
number off

specific questions submitted by young people

S^Iieslie 0* Weathorhea^., When the liamp Flickers
(New York: Abit^doa-Cokesbury Pr^s, 1^2), p. 96.

a

4a

repreaentatlYe ot
America.

a

The study

of "Christian Life",

wide
was

sampling of youth throughout
conducted uader the auspices

which

publishes

an

account of

findings*
"Is it wrong to date a non-Christian?
Question:
Xn school X study for exams with lum-Christians,
play on teams with theni and enjoy having 'a coke'
Isn't this the same thing as having
with them*
a date?"
Answer:
HOg having casual school contacts with
unsaved schoolmate is not the same as having a
date with them. Christian leaders say*
Xn fact,
these daily, brief contacts should be cultivated
as a means to winnii^ unsaved friends to Christ.
But a real date is a dif fer^t thing ia the
mind of the other young person*
^unigh it is not
acftually wrong, datii^s ^ unsaved person is insK*
pedient and should not be cmcouraged since it may
naturally lead to falling in love with one whom God
De
forbids a Christian to marry (XX Cor* 6:14)*
pending on the cir<^amstanoe8 "once may be all right,
but beyoi^ that it's not wise," susimarizes Dr*
C. C. Brooks*
Question: (Girl asking) "Xf X have a date with
a non-Christian b^, what Is wrmtg with letting
Xf X don't, he'll thit& there is
him kiss me?
something wr^ig with me.
Answer:
"that if he does think you're peculiar,
they thought Jesus was, too," Itrs* Irene Klingb^
And if you've testiflsd to him as you
retorts*
know there's ec^ething different
he'll
shmild,
Others of the consultants
about you already.
believe such a boy wim't disrespect you�''boys are
more interested ia girls who say 'no'," says Coun
sellor Mrs. Betty Chapelle Mositague*
Tho whole assumption of th� question is wrong
to start with, nearly all of the Christian Life
counsellors declare*
First, became the glH
Xt is
shouldn't be dating the non-(^istiaa boy.
unwise
makes
it
estactly this si�^ of situatlim that
to venture out with a non-Christian*
Seccmdly, this question reveals gross igi�>rance
of the CShristian significance of a kiss, an ^;pression of love.
Svery one of the sports relying
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to this quostioimaire insists tlint m kiss should
be reserved as a saored escpr^sion of true iove�
a promise that carries with it the hand and the
heart."
"Kissing should be reserved for those we love,"
asserts Psjrchiatrist Earl Loomis.
"Old-fashioned, but highlir satisfying" Coun
sellor Xlingberg adds.
Universal sentim^t of these Christian leaders
is that this restraint In kissing is not only a
logical scriptural inference, but in practic^e pro
duces hazier marriages without remorse.
Addition
al incentive to refrain from this, another of the
psychologists adds, is that kissing is the first
step in exciting passions which impose sinful
(See fuller
temptation upon the yowig person.
discussion of this below.)
"l^ien may I kiss a
Question:
(Boy asking)

girl?"
Answer:
When you are certain that you love her
and she loves you.
This means, whoa you become
engaged to her, all the coimsellors state or imply.
'A boy should not kiss a girl, but mly the girl,
and then only after ^ogagement," one evai^elist
"A kiss is a promise; if you do not
points out.
mean it, then a promieie that you do not mean is
a lie."
A psychiatrist indicates that only when you
are sure of love are you psychologically and spiri
Zt shmild never be done
tually ready to kiss.
for pastime or thrill.
The price of a kiss should be the hand of the
man who has the privilege of kissing the girl,"
declares Dr. Bobert C. McQuilkin, a college presi
dent.
Sven engaged coiq^les should go easy on this,
Because kiss
several of the counsellors advise.
desires
that
can be ful
excite
and
caressing
ing
filled only in marriage, even th�ee expressions of
love "must be limited by the ability to control
yotir thought and imagination�<Nipecially in long

just

engagements
Questicm:

.

"In the school wheare Z attend, neck
a process as drinking a malted
coi^mcm
as
is
ing
We do it in the open, and X dcmft see any
milk.
Tot, some Christians say
thing sinful about it.
is
it
wrong.
Why?"

'Certainly seeking is commcm; so
cursing,
lust, fornication and all
cheating,
Answer:

of sin," says Dr.

John B.

Sice.

is
kinds
"Sin d<me in the
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open is stiii sin* . .biatant, arrogant, and unashamed,
and ail the worse for it."
Just beeause n<�cking is done in the open does not
make it any more acceptable.
Necking is sexual in

usually promiscuous," declares Mrs,
Kingberg, "Animals and primitive peoples living in
the Jungles have no feeling of restraint as far as
their sex life is concerned� they do it in the open.
God has given man a sex instinct, too, but Be has
also given man the power to restrain himself.
Neck
ing is chei^ love��aking on the purely j^grsical
basis.
We are told that we should present our bodies

dulgence

�

living sacrifices} we are told that we should not
be conformed to this world, but that we should be
transformed (Bomans 12:1,2).
Bomans 7 is also a
good source of advice on this subject if you really
mean business," she continues*
And with this general analysis and scriptural
condemnaticii of necking the other ej^rts agree,
Further, "necking arouses i^issions that have no
fulfillment in a Christian" (unmarried), Vr, brooks
adds,
"Zt is simply playing with fire."
Zt leads
to further steps and to sin," Dr. Percy Crawford
points out.
The reason behind these statements that kissing
and necking lead to aroused and sinful sox desire
The lips
and
many young persons do not understand.
other parts of the body are kiuywn as secondary sexual
organs and are connected through the nervous system
directly to tbe priaary sex organs themselves. Pro
longed kissing and touching of these secondary organs
as

excite the primary sexual organs, aarouse desires,
and tbe will power to resist from committing tbe
sex act is usually weakened,
"If you do not know that, ask any honest Christian
"Jesus said, 'Who
man In the world," says Ibr. Bice*
soever looketb on a woman to lust after her hath
committed adultry with her already in his heart.'"
So to arouse sex (tosire promis(Matt. 5:27,28).
cously and not between a husband and wife (even
though the desire is not satisfied) is clearly a sin*,*
The best Christian in the world, if he is not a good
^ough Christian to keep from petting, may not be
a good waiougb Christian to keep from adultry!"
Though other writers were not as explicit as Bice,
their answers indicated essential agreement with
his more complete explmiati<m,
"Z have a real question," says Dr* McQuilkin,
as to whether any born again C^istlans can take
part in petting and necking and have no conscience

SI

that it is wrong... They have sense �nougb to knov?
that these physical expressions are only preli�
ninary to more intimate relations.**
**lf Z am a Christian, isn't it a
Question:
for
me to be thought well of (there
good thing
fore kiss and neck) with nOn-Christians in order
that Z can present my testimony for the Lord
Jesus?'*
Answer:
You'll lead no <me to Christ kissing
**
or necking, say the counsellors.
Surely the nonChristian will not think that one who claims to
belong to Christ is a devoted, consecrated, godly
Christian through the process of kissing and
necking,** declares Dr. Walter Wilson.
Rather than gain a testimony with the unbe
**Zf you
lievers, you'll lose yours this way.
have ever heard non-Christian boys talk about a
girl's kissing and necking, you would know they
do not 'think well of you' for it,** says Dr.
Bxt�oks.
**The testimony is presented when you're

different,**

Mrs.

Mooitague ui^es.

**

Isn't this question kind of Jesuitical (the
end Justifies the means)?** asks Dr. Loomis.
This
kind of reasoning is clearly condemned in the
Bible.
(Romans 6 1,2).
*'01der Christians that 1 know get
Question t
angry and lie, but apparently think nothing of
it.
Yet, when we young people have a good time
The Bible condemns
necking, they criticize us.
what they do, but says nothing about what we do.
How do you Justify this?**
Answer:
The first answer to this, say the
Christian leaders answering these questions, is
that the Bible do�i condeum kissii^ and necking
young people do, though not in exactly the words
Only a superficial
they are accustomed to using.
readily of the Bible and what it calls sin would
lead to this question, though, says Dr. Brooks,
**1 have the utmc�5t sympathy for the young people
who ask it.**
Here are some of the Bible reference they
cite:
"Abstain from fleshly lusts,** Z Pet. 2 11
(see Z John 2:16).
**Heckis^ is that," says
Mrs. Montague.
**Now the works of the flesh are manif^t which
are these: foztiication, unclcmnness, lascivious-^
ness..." Gal. 5:19; "Be not deceived: neither

fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor
effeminate, nor abuses of themselves. .shall
�

inherit the kingdom of God." I Cor.

6:9,10.
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'^Verses like tiies4 have deflaite

hearing

cm

this

question,*' says Mrs. taingherg.
'*For this is the will of God, mm your sanetification, that ye abstain from fornieationi
that eaish one of you posses� hlMseif in sanetifioation and honor, not in the list of concupiscono�. .
For God called us not for uncleaaness, but... in
sanctification** X These. 4:3-7.
Looking back tmmt these question, Mrs. Singberg
believes **If all Christians, young and old, could
become saturated with Christ and His attitudes to
ward all earthly things, there would be no dis
cussions ab<mt how much sex we can indulge in
.

without gettiz^ hurt.
Only Jesim, &ad the life
we live for Him, would matter,**
**The sad thing about many,** mt. McQuilkin
sunsarises, *'is their ai^arent absolute blindness
to one of the most glorious experiences in human
life, namely, pure, lovely, marital love. This
is one of God's precious gifts to men.
God made
man male and female; and the sacred relationship
of husband and wife, so sacred that it is used as
a symbol of our union with Christ, is something
that belongs to one man and one woman.... The
young people should be taught that to the degree
in which they d^art from God's will, to the
degree that they express affection for any girl
or boy who does not belong to them, to that
degree they hinder and hamper the blessing that
Qod would purpose to give them throi;^h the love
of a chaste wife or a chaste husband,**
That there has been confession of failure on
the part of pastors to meet the questions posed
by youth is encouraging,
Xt now remains for pastors, parents, and all
who deal with youth to face the alarming facts
squarely and apply the remedy�the Bible's
straight-forward teaching on purity and true
love, given in dependence on the power of the
Holy Spirit to drive it home. The moral failure
among professing Christian youth, partly due to
the silence and false embarrassment of older
Christians to teach them, must be redeemed by
unstinting, prayerful effort to bring th^ back
into the paths of moral righteousness through
spiritually enlightened conscience and under

standing, �^

2lDonald E. Hoke, "A Moral Code for Christian Youth,*'
Christian Ufe, September 1949, pp. 9, 4B-4�, @0.

CHAPTBB V

A CONCLUDING WO^

It has been the alia of the writer to draw attention

to

a

highly significant period in

hmaan

dewelopment�

�

adolescence.

If it is true that the fonaative years of

childhood

years of

call for

are

a

more

critical ones;
world of

ship

conditioning,

careful guidance.
for the

the youth years

They

can

indeed be

adolescent, entering into

adulthood, must

make

adjustments

to life that can be blessed

or

new

in his relation

devastating

consequences both for himself and others.

a

The

in their

compl^ity

of twentieth cmtury life renders his situation the more

difficult and thm task of buiding him the
Ho less than the child the

more

critical.

youth needs wise and sympa

thetic assistance.
He who would

that the

help youth will n^d

problems and questions

to be measureable reduced when

to r^ember

of adolescence
a

young

are

man or woman

likely
is

led to seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousn^s.

imiSS. TO ADOLSSCMT QUESTIONS

i*

Did Jesue really live?

2.

What is truth?

3,

Why Christianity

4,

Xs it wrong to doubt in matters considered fundamental
to

any more than another

religion?

5.

Xf God knows

0s

How can one be saved?

7.

What is saving faith?

8.

Once

9.

How

a

religion?

everything, why should X pray?

sin is

forgiven will God

important is Bible study to

10.

How does the Christian overcome

11.

Was Jesus

12.

What is the

really tempted

relationship

remee&ber it?
a

temptation?

as we are

of

young man?

tempted?

Christianity to character

development?
13.

Don't

14.

What is the

we

sin

daily in thought, word,

meaning of

love God all
to them who

things
are

and deed?

"We kse^ that to them tbat
work

toother for good,

the called"'^

15.

Does God have

16.

Does the conscience ever approve what is wrong

17.

What is God like?

18.

Can God do

19,

What does it

20.

Ik>w should X read the Bible

a

plan

for every life?

anything?
moan

to

worship?

even

21,

Is tbe love of Clod to be interpreted

22.

�hy does God allow suffering?

23.

iVhere does evil

24,

Wbat is God*s answer to deatb?

25.

Does

26.

Can

27.

What do tbe different

28.

What about the

29.

How do we

30.

Can tbe church heal by faith

31.

Why is there

a

one

com�

person go
be

frora

individuaily

.

-

directly to beavon

or

bell after deatb?

Cbrietian without Joining th� church

a

religimis believe

question

of G^aesis and

about God

g^eology?

essplrvia tbe miracles of the Bible v

no

today?

remission of sin without the shedding

of blood?

meaning of the Trinity?

32.

What is the

33.

Do you believe that the Christian Church
on

was

built

Peter?

34.

Is the world

35.

Does God hear the prayer of the wicked?

36.

^Iiy baptism?

37.

^?hat is the

38.

What

getting bett^

significance

principles

or worse?

of the Lord's Supper?

may be followed with respect to the

observation of Sunday?
39.

What will be the status of infants in the life

40.

What will heaven be like

41.

What

beyond?

significance should the teaching of the **ae^nd
coming of

Christ"

have for my life-

4a�

Imt

tbe duties of

are

43.

What is tbe

reXatioasbip

44.

Zs not what

on�

does

Cliristiaa?

a

between

laor�

religion

important

and

tbaa wbat

oa�

believes

43.

Bbould Cbristiaa young

foreign

people

be oonoerned about

missions?

46.

Will the heathen be lost?

47.

What projects for service does the church offer young

people?
48.

mmrm

49.

liow can

can

2 find information

one

the different vocations

�a

"know" that Ood is

calling him

to the

vocation of the Christian mlnista^?
SO.

Bow is Christian

stewardship related

to financial

security?
51.

Does the Bible say

52.

Bow can I best

53.

Bow can I love every one?

54.

Why

55.

What about

56.

Should I be "in"

57.

Zs the Christian to

58,

Should

59.

Can

60.

May the Christian

use

Gl.

Is falsehood

Justifiable?

am

a

anything

adjust to

ray

Z treated at home

a

an

as

ab�mt life insurance?

Job?

if Z

were

still

allowance?
on

family finances?
give up all

Cbrietian Join

Christian be

ever

a

amusments'

s<�hool club?

popular?
liquor moderately?

a

child?

S7

62,

Should

63,

�hat is tho Christian's

a

Christian marrir

a

n4^--Chrietian?

rosfionsihility

to his

go ireriiGiont?

64.

What does the Christian do ahout war?

66.

Can

66.

would you

a

Christian he

youth?

are

a

Coiamunist?

to Bvissmt

a

mral code for Christian
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